Cornerstones
End of semester reporting form
Please submit to Acacia International Headquarters upon semester completion.

Chapter name: ___________________________ Date: __________
Cornestones Chairman: ___________________________ Semester: __________

Please attach a list of members in each level, and denote which members have progressed to the next level during the semester.

How many Level One members are completing the following percentages of their activities in the designated timeframe? (Please gather information from Lead Level Advisor)

100%: 99% to 75%: 74% to 66%: Under 66%:

How many Level Two, Three, and Four members are completing the following percentages of their activities in the designated timeframe? (Please gather information from Lead Level Advisor)

100%: 99% to 75%: 74% to 66%: 65% to 50%: Under 50%:

Provide a one-page summary of the semester’s Cornerstones progress suitable for Acacia publication.

Include the following: Mentor/Protege relationships, Level Advisor/active member relationships, program successes and challenges, general observations, and an outlook on the future. Cite specific examples.